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This paper is part of a more extensive research project being carried out at the Institute of
Geography of the University of Buenos Aires, whose purposes are 1) to describe and analyze
the South American border spaces and 2) to understand what role they play in national
territory-building. A geographical description of the Argentina-Uruguay border space will
be presented, using a model that considers six components: territorial dif ferentiation, frontierization, subnational territory, supranational territory, border places, and mobility. The
conclusions will show the main spatial continuities and discontinuities identif ied there.
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R ESUMEN
Este trabajo forma parte de una investigación más amplia que se está desarrollando en el
Instituto de Geografía de la Universidad de Buenos Aires, la cual tiene como propósitos:
1) describir y analizar los espacios fronterizos interestatales sudamericanos, y 2) comprender
su función en la construcción de los territorios nacionales. Aquí se presentará una descripción geográf ica del espacio fronterizo argentino-uruguayo, siguiendo un modelo de análisis
que considera seis componentes: diferenciación territorial, fronterización, territorios subnacionales, territorios supranacionales, lugares de frontera y movilidades. En las conclusiones
se expondrán las principales continuidades y discontinuidades espaciales allí identif icadas.
Palabras clave: 1. espacio fronterizo, 2. delimitación, 3. fronterización, 4. Argentina,
5. Uruguay.
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INTRODUCTION
This article will of fer a geographic description of the Argentina-Uruguay border
space. The idea of border space is preferred to that of border, considering that,
in most South American countries, this last term def ines the strip, adjacent to
the boundary, that extends toward the national interior. Border space includes the
boundary established through mechanisms of diplomacy or war between two entities that, simultaneously, exercise their territoriality. In this case the countries
involved are Argentina and Uruguay, states established as part of the system of
nations that has been evolving since the 19th century. In addition to the international boundary, another constituent element of the border space is the zone or
district that each state established next to the boundary as part of its policies of
linking with its neighbor, be they for defense or integration. Clearly, many other
elements take part in shaping the border space and exceed the conf ines of the
national states concerned. The generic expression border spaces (and not border
territory) is used because spatialities of a diverse nature get established there: Some
are shared in common or are necessary for the permanence of the state territories,
whereas others, on the contrary, challenge the control capacity of one or both
states in this space. In short, border space is a generic, broad category that looks to
focus on nation-state territorial action (that is, the exercise of power through use
of space), but without a fetishistic attachment, considering the state to be the only
agent with the capacity for territory-building. Businesses, societal organizations,
churches, and other social agents challenge each other over the control of people
and resources in those spaces where the states established the international dividing line and the two national borders.
The theoretical-methodological perspective guiding these considerations comes
from two approaches of contemporary geography, one of which can be called relational and the other political-cultural. It is not the intention of this text to develop
a theoretical-methodological approach for the study of the borders, a subject that
has been examined in other recent publications (Benedetti, 2014; Benedetti and
Salizzi, 2011, 2014).
The work published here arose from a medium-term project to study southern South American border spaces—of Argentina and its f ive neighboring countries, sometimes called the Southern Cone—being carried out at the University
of Buenos Aires. The objective is to reconstruct and to describe South American
border spaces, considering the system of international boundaries and national
borders, jointly with the multiplicity of associated territorialities that have been
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established in the southern end of Latin America from the 19th century. In this
article a geographical description will be made of the Argentina-Uruguay border
space (henceforth to be called EFAU, the Spanish initials for espacio fronterizo argentino-uruguayo): This border space is built around the f  luvial-marine system of the
Uruguay River and the Río de la Plata. It emerged, basically, through the exercise
of territoriality there by Argentina and Uruguay. It is a matter of two modern,
national states that, as such, base their permanence on exclusive, and excluding,
control of a portion of the Earth’s surface: The Argentine part is to the west of
that axis and the Uruguayan part to the east. As previously mentioned, the generic
idea of border space will be put to use, showing the international limit that divides
those lands, giving origin to a bipartite organization, a dyad (the ArgentineanUruguayan space), and of the two national borders (henceforth referred to as
border) that those countries established in their respective territories, juxtaposed,
from the boundary toward the interior, through various material and symbolic
mechanisms. The northern end of the EFAU borders the territory of Brazil. There
is a trilateral entity there, a triad, and a tripartite border space, that will be taken
into account in a secondary manner.
There are two objectives, then. The f irst, a subsidiary of the second, is to reconstruct, in very broad strokes, the process of forming the EFAU. The second objective, the main one, is to come up with a description of the geographic organization
of the EFAU. Any space, border or not, can be thought of as an inseparable whole,
shared yet contradictory in objects and actions, which should not be considered
separately, and that form the framework in which social processes occur (Santos,
1996). When focus is placed on a border space, as proposed here, one must pay
attention to at least six sets of objects and actions: 1) territorial dif ferentiation;
2) frontierization; 3) inner territory; 4) outer territory; 5) border places; and 6) mobility. A strategy of cartographic reading examining dif ferent layers of information
was taken: Each one of these sets of objects or actions, which also could be called
components of space, is part of a process that has its own temporality and spatiality, but that modif ies or is modif ied by other concomitant processes. This distinction in layers or components, we should clarify, is analytical. In order to undertake
the study of these various components of the EFAU, a system was developed to organize a body of information from of f icial sources and nongovernmental organizations, f ield observations, and bibliographical material. The scope of this paper
limits specifying all the theoretical-methodological decisions used in the elaboration of this analytical model. For more information, see Benedetti (2014).
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This article is divided into f ive sections. Components 1, 2, 5, and 6 will be
examined separately. Components 3 and 4 will be reviewed in a single section.
In the conclusion, a synthesis of the Argentina-Uruguay border space social processes will be made.
TERRITORIAL DIFFERENTIATION
The EFAU emerges where the territories of two national states, Argentina and Uru
guay, are juxtaposed; both emerged and consolidated simultaneously. Multiple
relationships involving neighbors, mostly friendly, were established over time.
Here two sub-components will be identif ied and described: land distribution
and delimitation.

Land Dstribution
The process of dif ferentiation and mutual territorial conf iguration of Argentina
and Uruguay covers two centuries. The creation of the Viceroyalty of Río de la
Plata had as its objective, among others, assuring the inclusion of Montevideo
and its environs in Hispanic territory. The breakdown of the colonial order was
followed by a long process of reorganization, giving rise to various geohistorical
entities that ultimately developed into the conf iguration of these two independent
republics. At the beginning of the 19th century, concurrently with the beginning
of the independence process in the Viceroyalty of Río de la Plata, the kingdom of
Portugal—which had established its main colony in Brazil—was in the process
of extending its dominion toward more southerly lands, advancing to the Río de
la Plata. These lands were known as the Banda Oriental (Eastern Strip) because
of their location on the eastern bank of the Uruguay River-Río de la Plata f  luvial
system, opposite the side Buenos Aires was on. Control over this zone was consolidated in 1821, and it was incorporated into the Portuguese kingdom under
the name of Cisplatina Province. In 1825 a group of soldiers f ighting for independence—known historically as the 33 Orientales (Easterners)—proclaimed the
independence of the Banda Oriental with the support of Buenos Aires. This led
the Empire of Brazil (formed in 1822) to declare war on Buenos Aires Province.
That f ight extended until 1828, when Great Britain mediated in order to create an independent state that also served as a shock absorber between Brazil and
the United Provinces of Río de la Plata, the future Argentine Republic (Madrid,
2004). In this way Uruguay was transformed into a “buf fer state” between two
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lands that over time would become the two biggest and most powerful countries
in South America: Argentina and Brazil (Thual, 1996). The Preliminary Peace
Convention (Treaty of Montevideo) signed by the belligerents (Gobierno de las
Provincias Unidas del Río de la Plata and Imperio del Brasil, 1828), which put
an end to the Cisplatine War (or Argentine-Brazilian War), recognized the existence of the Estado Oriental (Eastern State). It established the Uruguay River
as a geophysical unit from which Argentine and Uruguayan territory would be
dif ferentiated, although it took until 1961 for the republics of Argentina and
Uruguay to sign their f irst border treaty. From 1828, no substantial land redistribution took place in the territories that were consolidated on each side of the
f  luvial-marine system of the Uruguay River and Río de la Plata. The relevance
of these rivers in the history of these countries was shaped, symbolically, in their
respective names: Uruguay took its name from the Uruguay River; the name
Argentina comes from Río de la Plata [Silver River], (from argentinus, argénteo
[silvery], Argentine, that is to say, of silver).

Delimitation
The boundary was not an urgent subject in the bilateral agenda of f irst half of the
19th century. During the second half of that century, the main issue was, in both
countries, the formation and consolidation of both states and the organization
of their territory. The rivers were mentioned in constitutional documents. The
Constitution of the Republic, names the Eastern State of Uruguay as a formal
political entity. In its introduction, it mentions the river of the same name as the
western boundary: “We, the Representatives named by the peoples in the Eastern
part of the Uruguay River … form a free and independent State …” (República
Oriental del Uruguay, 1830). Mention of the Río de la Plata is not made until the
Constitution of the Argentine Republic of 1994 (República Argentina, 1994), and
even then it is in reference to the early name of the country: United Provinces of
Río de la Plata. Once the initial process of state formation had taken place, there
were no military conf  licts between both countries; this henceforth engendered a
diplomatic understanding between the two nations (Cisneros and Escudé, 2000).
At the beginning of the 20th century, the Río de la Plata and the Uruguay
River functioned under the principle of common use of their waters. During
the f irst half of the 20th century, the modus vivendi came from traditional use,
based on buoys that larger boats navigated around. In 1938 an act was signed that
maintained the status quo of the islands in the Uruguay River and that proposed
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studying a def initive solution to the boundary problem, for which a joint technical commission was created. That commission returned to life in 1946 with the
signing of an agreement on the utilization of the rapids of the Uruguay River at
Salto Grande, maintaining the principle of common use of its waters and fostering the construction of a binational hydroelectric plant. It was only in 1957 that

Source: Digital production by Pablo Maestrojuan and thematic map by Sol Palomares, on the basis of the República Argentina and República Oriental del Uruguay
(1961b, 1973), and Sassone (2005).

M AP 1. Argentina and Uruguay. Shared Border Space,
International Boundary, and Border Districts
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delegations were formed and began to carry out some studies. In 1961, f inally,
two documents were signed that allowed a breakthrough in setting the boundary:
1) Joint Declaration on the Outer Boundary of the Río de la Plata (República
Argentina and República Oriental del Uruguay, 1961a): It instituted the Plata
as a river and not an estuary, leaving it outside treaties on free navigation of the
seas, to Great Britain’s objections; 2) Uruguay River Boundary Treaty (República
Argentina and República Oriental del Uruguay, 1961b): It established a boundary that in its f irst section (from its beginning to the area of the Salto Grande
dam) followed the center of the river channel; from there until Punta Gorda (formally considered to be the start of the Río de la Plata) the boundary follows the
main axis of navigation. In 1973, f inally, the Treaty of the Río de la Plata and its
Marine Front (República Argentina and República Oriental del Uruguay, 1973)
was signed, creating the Administrative Commission of the Río de la Plata and
the Joint Technical Commission of the Marine Front. This measure kick-started
the signing, in 1975, of the respective statute for the Uruguay River, where the
Administrative Commission of the Uruguay River was created.
The Argentine-Uruguayan boundary extends for 495 kilometers (308 miles)
in the Uruguay River and some 300 kilometers (186 miles) in the Río de la Plata
(Map 1). It was one of the f irst agreements in South America to set a de facto
boundary, but one of the last to set a de jure one.
THE ARGENTINE-URUGUAYAN PROCESS OF FRONTIERIZATION
The neologism frontierization (Grimson, 2003) seeks to emphasize the contingent
and process-based character of the borders established by both countries. That
notion holds that the central powers were establishing, on their border or its vicinity, a set of physical and symbolic elements in order to control access to—and
establish—national territory. Three subcomponents will be identif ied: districts,
crossings, and posts.

Border Districts
Here a border district is def ined as a division of national territory adjacent to the
international boundary. They are established by the states to execute actions such
as security, defense, development, urbanization, road planning, or strategic resources protection. In the Argentine case, it went about establishing various border districts (Sassone, 2005): 1) Security Zones (1944), which def ined actions for
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standing guard for security and defense reasons at the boundary and at particular
sites in the interior of the country (airports); 2) Border Security Zones (1946),
which were strips of dif ferent widths depending on the neighboring country,
contiguous to the boundary, subject to adjustments: 50 kilometers (31 miles) for

Source: Digital production by Pablo Maestrojuan and thematic map by Sol Palomares, based on the Uruguay River Boundary Treaty and the Treaty of the Río de la
Plata and its Marine Front (República Argentina and República Oriental del Uruguay,
1961b and 1973 respectively), and information from the Department of the Interior
and Transportation.

M AP 2. Argentina and Uruguay. Uruguay River Shared Sector Border Space,
International Boundary, Three-Way Border, Border Crossings, and Districts
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the area contiguous with Uruguay; 3) Border Development Zones (1970), def ined
as part of a more active border policy, advocated in speeches and geopolitical
actions; one was not established in the EFAU; 4) Border Areas (1970), created
within the aforementioned zones, with the idea of intervening in the case of
special situations and conditions that require high-priority promotion for their
development; all together there are 11 zones, none of them next to the boundary
with Uruguay; 5) Security and Border Zones (1994), through the unif ication of
aforementioned zones; in the zone adjacent to Uruguay, two border areas were
established: Ibicuy and Federación (Map 2). Uruguay did not create any border
district like Argentina did. However, legislation does exist that has to do with border traf f ic, and that has a common legal framework for both countries, resolved
within the scope of Mercosur through the Decision no. 18/99 of the Common
Market Council (CMC, 1999). This norm establishes a radius of 50 kilometers
from the border crossings toward the interior of both countries. Within that area,
the resident population can acquire a card that allows those who cross the border frequently to do so with greater ease. This measure, however, is not totally
ef fective (Silva, 2014).

Border Crossings
All along the boundary, entry points have been instituted where legal crossings
are allowed. Both borders of this space are separated by the Uruguay River-Río
de la Plata axis, a hydromorphological discontinuity that operates as a barrier
to land travel, but does not of fer too much dif f iculty for a water crossing. In
addition, these rivers are a route—some of it a transatlantic one—for the circulation of goods. There are 11 crossings, three of them multimodal (f  luvial
and highway): 1) Gualeguaychú-Fray Bentos, 2) Colón-Paysandú, and 3) Con
cordia-Salto (also a rail crossing). The others are only f  luvial (Table 1). The city of
Buenos Aires is connected, by means of f  luvial bridges, with Carmelo, Colonia,
and Montevideo.
Control Posts
The control of the crossings presupposes the presence of public administration
dependencies in f ixed posts. The states have constructed buildings at the crossings
or in their immediate environs to establish the agencies invested with the authority to control the movement of people and merchandise that cross the boundary.
In addition, there are mobile control posts located at various distances from the
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boundary, that move around the area, generally at crossroads connected to unauthorized crossings. There are f ixed posts of control at all the legal crossings. At the
f  luvial crossings, there are two sets of controls. Security, and customs and immigration control (through a delegation of powers), is the responsibility of the
Argentine Coast Guard (n. d.) and Uruguay’s National Navy, respectively. At the
three road crossings, three Integrated Control Areas were established as part of
Mercosur initiatives: 1) Gualeguaychú-Fray Bentos, 2) Colón Paysandú—both
headquartered on the Uruguayan side—and 3) Concordia-Salto—with headquarters on the Argentine side—(Table 1).
SUBNATIONAL AND SUPRANATIONAL TERRITORIES
The national borders coexist with other kinds of territories. Here subnational and
supranational zones are overlaid on the border space.
TABLE 2. Argentina and Uruguay. Agencies
Having to do with Border Control
Activity

Argentina

Uruguay

General
administration

Interior and Transportation Minis- Defense Ministry, National Border Cros
try, Directorate of Technical Border sing Directorate/Foreign Ministry, Border
Matters
Affairs Directorate.

Security

Security Ministry, Argentine Nation- Defense Ministry, National Navy
al Gendarmerie (terrestrial crossings),
and Argentine Coast Guard (water
crossings).

Customs

Economy Ministry, Federal Adminis- Economy and Finance Ministry, Customs
tration of Public Revenues, Customs Administration.
Administration

Migration

Interior and Transportation Ministry, Interior Ministry, Migration Department
Migration Department

Phytosanitary

Agriculture Ministry, National Agri- Livestock, Agriculture and Fisheries Mincultural Health Service.
istry, Agricultural Services Department,
and Livestock Services Department.
Foreign relations Foreign Ministry, Argentine consulates Foreign Ministry, Uruguayan consulates
in Fray Bentos, Paysandú, and Salto
in Gualeguaychú, Colón, and Concordia

Sources: Self-developed employing sources used in this article.
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Border Institutions
There are many state institutions with direct powers along the border (Table 2).
Some create their own zones, such as the Argentine National Gendarmerie,
which in the Argentine part of the EFAU has established Groups III-Corrientes
and V-Entre Ríos. Entre Ríos is subdivided into the squadrons 56-Gualeguay
chú, 6-Concepción del Uruguay, and 4-Concordia; the squadron Paso de los
Libres, within Group III-Corrientes, is in the northern part and extends to the
Argentine-Brazilian border space.
EFAU

Administrative Territories with Border Implications
It would be impossible to enumerate all the public agencies with jurisdiction in
the EFAU. An interesting case is that of institutions involved the conservation of
natural areas that, without having a strictly border function, participate in shaping
it. On the Argentine side, the most important is El Palmar de Colón National
Park; on the Uruguayan side, the natural protected area Esteros de Farrapos e Islas
del Río Uruguay National Park (Farrapos Estuaries and Islands of the Uruguay
River). These areas have played an important role in the national imagination
when it comes to the national landscape.
Subnational Bodies of the EFAU
In the EFAU, a subnational state territorial overlay has been formed, with different
degrees of autonomy on each side of the boundary. Argentina, a federal country, has
23 (autonomous) provinces, plus the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires (henceforth
referred to as CABA, using its Spanish initials) (República Argentina, 1994); from
south to north in the EFAU are: Buenos Aires, CABA, Entre Ríos, and Corrientes. The
provinces are divided into municipalities: Entre Ríos has 16 municipalities adjacent
to the international boundary with Uruguay; Corrientes has three (Table 3).
Uruguay, whose territorial organization has followed the unitary state tradition, is divided into 19 departments (República Oriental del Uruguay, 1967), each
of which is an intendencia, a political-administrative unit governed by a departmental council—with deliberative powers—and a governor (intendente)—with
political and administrative powers. The departments next to the international
boundary with Argentina are: Colonia, Soriano, Río Negro, Paysandú, Salto,
and Artigas, which are divided into local councils, 11 of which are in the EFAU
(Table 3). If the Río de la Plata section is included, the departments—from east to
west—Maldonado, Canelones, Montevideo, and San José, would be added.
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TABLE 3. EFAU. Subnational Territories of the Government,
Uruguay River Sector
Level

Argentina

National National state
Subnational Provinces

EFAU

Uruguay

EFAU

Argentine Republic
Entre Ríos and Corrientes

National state Eastern State of Uruguay
Departmental Colonia, Soriano, Río
governments Negro, Paysandú, Salto,
(intendencias)
and Artigas

Villa Paranacito,
Gualeguaychú, Colonia
Elías, Concepción del
Uruguay, Colón, San José,
Ubajay, Nueva Escocia,
Puerto Yeruá, Estancia
Grande, Concordia, La
Criolla, Federación, Santa
Ana, Villa del Rosario,
Chajarí
Municipalities Mocoretá, Juan Pujol, and
in Corrientes
Monte Caseros

Local
Colonia: Carmelo, Nueva
government Palmira, and Conchillas
institutions /
Soriano: Dolores, V.
municipalities Soriano, and Agraciada
Río Negro: Nuevo Berlín
Paysandú: Quebracho
Salto: Villa Constitución,
Belén
Artigas: Bella Unión

Subnational Municipalities
on the river

Source: INE (2004), INDEC (2010), and Firestone (2010).

Territories that Cross the Boundary
There are an endless number of supranational territories that cross the ArgentinaUruguay boundary. Among them are: 1) The supranational territories with an area
equivalent to the sum of the countries, such as Mercosur or Unasur, which af fect
borders, for example, by modifying migratory norms; 2) Those that have an area
that does not add up to the sum of the countries, such as those created by the states
to manage shared basins (Table 4); and, 3) Those created by the national states,
where state groupings and private actors, including border commissions, created to
resolve operational problems at border crossings and in neighboring cities—in
the EFAU such groupings include Bentos-Gualeguaychú, Paysandú-Colón, SaltoConcordia, and Monte Caseros-Bella Unión.
MOBILITY AND THE BORDER
Mobility is a social relationship linked to the change of location of people or their
goods between dif ferent spaces (Levy, 2000); it is a type of spatial relationship.
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TABLE 4. EFAU. Intergovernmental Organizations Created
to Administer Shared Waters
Organizations
Creation year
Function
Headquarters
1975
Overall administration of the Uruguay River. Paysandú
Administrative
Enforcing the applicable principles and rules
Commission of the
for the use of this waterway.
Uruguay River
1973: Treaty of Provides a legal framework and institutes diaAdministrative
the Río de la logue between its parts for negotiation about
Commission of
Plata
matters of common interest for both nations
the Río de la Plata
in the Río de la Plata area.
Became ef fective in 1977.
Joint Technical
Commission of
the Marine Front

Joint Technical
Commission of
Salto Grande

Intergovernmental
Coordinating
Committee of the
Countries of
the Plata Basin

Isla Martín
García

1973: Treaty of Undertakes studies and adopts and coordi- Montevideo
the Río de la nates plans and methods for the conservaPlata
tion, preservation, and rational exploitation
of living resources and the protection of the
marine environment.
1946:
Founding
agreement

1969: Plata
Basin Treaty

Utilize the Uruguay River rapids in the Salto Buenos Aires
Grande area to produce and deliver electrical energy via the Salto Grande Hydroelectric complex.
Became ef fective in 1957.
It is the permanent organ of the Basin, in
charge of promoting, coordinating, and following multinational actions with the objective of the integrated development of the Plata
Basin (with Bolivia, Brazil, and Paraguay).

–

Source: CARU (n. d.), CIC (n. d.), CTM (n. d.), CARP (n. d.), and Carasales (1998).

The border and mobility are necessary and inevitable. International borders can
be thought of as mechanisms created by the states, located at agreed-upon international boundaries, in their initial attempt to immobilize everything that looks
to move toward or from the interior of the territory. This is where the interior/
exterior tension arises, mediated by the border. The exercise of power always implies the manipulation of the opposition between continuity and discontinuity
(Benedetti and Salizzi, 2011). Here attention will be paid to two subcomponents:
infrastructure and transportation services. They are divided into three categories:
interior, bilateral, and multinational.
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Interior Mobility
Both sides of the EFAU have good connectivity with their respective interiors, primarily through highways. Railway and f  luvial transport are minuscule by comparison. In Argentina, national routes (NR) 9, 12, and 14 constitute a continuous
hub of circulation parallel to the Uruguay River that connect all the cities of the
EFAU with Buenos Aires, toward the south, and with border cities with Brazil
(Paso de los Libres) and Paraguay (Posadas) toward the north. National Routes
130, 18, and 127 connect those same cities with Paraná, capital of the province
of Entre Ríos. In Uruguay, National Routes 1, 2, and 3 connect EFAU cities with
Montevideo through a radial network. All the riverside localities rely on f  luvial
ports, mostly used for recreational activities. There also are numerous airports
for recreational and productive services. Only those of Concordia and Salto have
commercial air service with their respective national capitals or other small cities. Concordia has services with Buenos Aires through the company LAER (n. d.),
like Salto does with Buquebus (n. d.) and LAER . In any case, these services only
play a small role in medium- to long-distance passenger mobility: the primary
mode of transportation for passengers is by bus, with service provided by numerous companies (Map 3). All this infrastructure and transportation services show
the dynamism of this border area.
Binational Mobility
The cities of Buenos Aires and Montevideo are connected, via land, through NR
14 and NR 2. To make these links feasible, the building of three bridges on the
Uruguay River was essential (Map 3). The Paysandú-Colón bridge was inaugurated in 1975, baptized as General Artigas; inaugurated in 1976 was the General
San Martín Bridge between Puerto Unzué (adjacent to Gualeguaychú) and Fray
Bentos (Horstmann, 1977; Castro, 1998), under the jurisdiction of the CARU.
The third bridge is the upper part of the Salto Grande dam. It is a binational
multi-use public work on the Uruguay River, initiated in 1974, that also makes
possible the two countries’ only rail connection. The f irst turbine was inaugurated in 1979, the last in 1983, and the bridge in 1982. Of the three bridges, the
most important by volume of cargo and the number of people who cross is the
General San Martín (the closest to the respective capitals).
Some f  luvial ports operate as border crossings, utilized by the local population,
and only some have regular transport service, with Carmelo-Tigre and Buenos
Aires-Colonia-Montevideo being the most important connections (Map 3). In
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Source: ANAC (n. d.), IIRSA (n. d.), and Firestone (2010). Digital production by Pablo
Maestrojuan and thematic map by Sol Palomares.

M AP 3. Argentine-Uruguayan Border Space. Roads,
Airports, Routes, and River Bridges
addition to having passenger service, some f  luvial ports are equipped for international trade. The most important ones are on the Uruguayan side. The Argentine
f  luvial ports with the greatest export potential are on the Paraná River (such as
Ibicuy). Of all the EFAU ports, Nueva Palmira is the one that moves the most
cargo, because ships with deeper drafts can enter it, although with restrictions because of a lack of river dredging. On the Argentine side, Concepción del Uruguay
stands out: it is the second port of Entre Ríos, after Ibicuy (Table 5).
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TABLE 5. Uruguay River Ports with Export Capability
Port
Colonia

Infrastructure, features
Cargoes
Three docks in the form of a U, three electric Primarily passengers. Vessels that
cranes and two electrical ramps for trucks and au- cross the river transporting trucks
tomobiles.
with cargo.

Nueva Palmira Multipurpose port terminal and private port. It has General cargo, citrus, cellulose,
a dock for oceangoing ships and another for barges. fertilizer, bulk materials, and containers.
Fray Bentos

Two concrete docks, one for overseas and one for Citrus, roundwood, and grains
local goods.
(barley and corn). Transatlantic
dock for wood and citrus. Dock
for grains and citrus.

Paysandú
CdU

It has a dock for overseas and one for local goods.
It has a dock for local goods and one for overseas.
This port does not operate under optimal conditions for lack of dredging, as it is a complementary
port to Ibicuy. It has a grain elevator.

–
Fruit, rice, wood. Cargoes of local
goods: sand, quarry materials, and
fuel. It exports soybeans. It receives
fuel for the surrounding area.

Source: Ontur International (n. d.), and Ministerio de Planif icación Federal, Inversión Pública y Servicios (n. d.).

Multinational Mobility
Much of the aforementioned national and binational road infrastructure was improved and redesigned to improve the continent’s connectivity. This highlights
the policy promoted by IIRSA (n. d.) to design multimodal transportation operating systems to connect port, metropolitan, and interior regions. IIRSA stands for
Integration of Regional Infrastructure in South America. The EFAU f inds itself
involved in two of these systems: 1) The Mercosur-Chile integration hub, mainly organized around the highways that link São Paulo-Buenos Aires-Santiago and that
established priority for National Route 14—which became a four-lane highway—
in the EFAU; 2) The Paraná-Paraguay Waterway, which goes to the port of Nueva
Palmira, which functions as an intermediary port for some cargoes, particularly
for Paraguayan and Bolivian exports (Map 3).
BORDER PLACES
Many of today’s EFAU agglomerations arose in colonial times. Some were founded
through the advance of Jesuit missions along the Uruguay River, such as Villa de
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Soriano. Colonia del Sacramento, on the other hand, was part of the Portuguese
advance along the Río de la Plata, opposite Buenos Aires, between 1680 and 1777
(Pereira, 2003). Other localities of colonial origin are Gualeguaychú and Con
cepción del Uruguay (on the Argentine side), and Mercedes and Paysandú (on the
Uruguayan side). Several of these localities had and still maintain an important
function in the shaping of Uruguay, such as Colonia, Fray Bentos, and Paysandú.
The cities on the Argentine side were no less important, tied to the consolidation
of the province of Entre Ríos, particularly CdU, which was its capital (Table 6).
TABLE 6. Urban Systems in the EFAU

Colón-Paysandú

Concepción
del Uruguay

Gualeguaychú-Fray BentosMercedes-Dolores

Nueva
Palmira

System

Type of system
Border city with no neighbor
Port role

Binational urban dispersal
Gualeguaychú: river city closest
to Buenos Aires. 3rd locality of
Entre Ríos. Formed by Gualeguaychú-Pueblo G. Belgrano.
Fray Bentos: closest terrestrial
crossing between Buenos Aires
and Montevideo.
Mercedes: most important city
on the Uruguayan side. Strong
links with Fray Bentos.
Border city with no border neighbor.
City with great autonomy, found
ed in 1783. Provincial capital
from 1814-1833.
Dispersed system with some degree
of cross-border conurbation.
Colón: founded by Urquiza in
1863, in CdU’s area of inf  luence.
Paysandú: second-largest city in
Uruguay.

General economic activities
Multipurpose port activity, national and international: merchandise in transit from water
port zones to overseas. Second
Uruguayan port.
Shortest land route between
Montevideo and Buenos Aires.
Own economic dynamism, past
and present.
Fray Bentos and Gualeguaychú
have a competitive relationship
involving the same resources:
tourism and attracting capital
for processing primary products
(lumber industry).
Was port of some importance.
Relatively diversified economic
structure of industry, commerce,
and services (higher education).
Poultry activity.
Colón: formerly had f  
luvial
commerce of regional products.
It now is considered to be the
provincial tourism capital.
Paysandú is a commercial and
industrial center of importance
in Uruguay. Tourism tied to
thermal waters resorts.

Passenger transport

–
Medium-distance bus
Gualeguaychú-Fray Bentos-Mercedes.
Long-distance Buenos
Aires-Montevideo; Montevideo-Córdoba; Montevideo-Santiago, Chile.
System of Routes 9-1214 -bridge-Route 2 connects Buenos Aires and
Montevideo.

–
Inter-city bus PaysandúColón-Concepción del
Uruguay.
Long-distance Buenos
Aires-Paysandú; Monte
video-Córdoba.

(continues)
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(continued)

Monte CaserosBella Unión

Concordia-Salto

System

Type of system
Urban cross-border system
Great complementarity (daily
movements, hydroelectric plant,
social and commercial. connections) and some competition
(airf ields).
Concordia: the second-biggest
city in the province, and, combined with Salto, the biggest urban concentration in the EFAU.

General economic activities
Since 1971, the Salto Grande
hydroelectric power plant has
operated there. 3 rd physical
connection.
On both sides: The economy
connected to citrus growing and
the development of thermal-waters tourism resorts, center
ed
in Federación (Argentina) and
Dayman (Uruguay).
Salto is the center of the citrus
and wine region that produces
Tannat wines.
Somewhat dispersed cross-border Citrus production zone.
urban system.
Increasing forest development.
Three-way border with Brazil.
Dispersed urbanization and average connectivity.
Greater paired links for Monte
Caseros-Bella Unión / Barra do
Quaraí-Bella Unión.

Passenger transport
Deactivated rail connection.
Long-distance bus Bue
nos A ires-Concord iaSalto; Montevideo and
Montevideo-Asunción.

Bella Unión-Barra do
Quaraí connect via the
Qua ra í Internationa l
Bridge.
Bella Unión- Monte Caseros boat service.

Source: Llosa et al. (2009), Ríos (2001), Merenson (2007), Alvarado (2009). Ontur
International (n. d.), Empresa Ciudad de Gualeguaychú (n. d.), CUT Corporación
(n. d.), Flechabus, Terminal de Ómnibus Retiro (n. d.), Terminal Tres Cruces (n. d.).

The central importance exercised by EFAU agglomerations are only partly explained by their border location. Other factors are: the Uruguay River’s capacity
to be an overseas connection; its transformation into a zone of tourist attractions;
and the formation of an agro-industrial zone with its own dynamism. This shows
that the national states’ activation of their respective borders did not play a role
that excluded regional development and, therefore, the process of urbanization.
There are diverse border urbanization processes. Colón-Paysandú and SaltoConcordia are somewhat concentrated binational urban systems, with simultaneous
urbanization processes and a strong interaction at various levels, in spite of the
physical barrier of the Uruguay River. In the same situation, at the three-way border with Brazil, are Monte Caseros, Bella Unión, and Barra do Quaraí (Brazilian
locality); Monte Caseros is connected by boat and the last two are united by a
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bridge. Gualeguaychú-Fray Bentos-Mercedes are part of a somewhat dispersed urban binational system, made up of distant localities, on both sides of the boundary,
but with regular interaction. Cities without a border neighbor, that is, which do not
maintain daily interaction with another neighbor across the boundary, are Nueva
Palmira and Carmelo, located across from the great Delta of Paraná, a space without urbanization (Map 4).

Source: Digital production by Pablo Maestrojuan and thematic map by Sol Palomares, with information from the censuses of the INE (2004) and the INDEC (2010).

M AP 4. Argentinean-Uruguayan Border Space. Localities According to Size,
within a 50-km (31-mile) Strip along the Boundary Line
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In the EFAU, in addition, are the two capital cities, Buenos Aires and Montevideo,
the nuclei of the extended metropolitan regions, which also could be considered as
not having border neighbors. Although these cities are connected by all means of
transport, their daily life is not generally marked by daily interaction with border neighbors, which is why a sense of being a border place was not developed
in these cities. Colonia, f inally, is a dif ferent case from the rest: It does not have
a close neighboring city, but was transformed into one of the main entryways for
Argentinians headed toward Montevideo and its coastal zone, and vice versa, which
is why it has a nodal function in the system of binational circulation.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions presented here seek to highlight the spatial continuities and discontinuities identif ied in the EFAU.
The EFAU emerged as a necessary corollary of the construction of two juxtaposed state territorialities. The respective national states formed and maintain
ed their own border spaces along the Uruguay River and Río de la Plata to mark
their dif ferences with their neighbor, and also to control all attempts to cross in
either direction, even during times of integration. At the same time, this dynamic coexists and negotiates with other local, regional (subnational and supranational), and global dynamics. Unlike most of the South American international
boundaries, the one that Argentina and Uruguay share was formally established
rather late, only in the 1960s, although it had been functioning as one from the
1830s, at the least.
Argentina and Uruguay, like other South America countries, managed to establish their mutual borders next to the international boundary, overcoming all
obstacles, including the lack of orographical ones. Also, like in the rest of the
region, the larger ef fort to plan the shared space was concentrated in second
half of the 20th century: the signing of border agreements, organization of the
shared management of the Uruguay River and the Río de la Plata, construction
of two bridges, and one hydroelectric-highway-railway project. The process of
Argentinean-Uruguayan delimitation and frontierization was characterized by
friendliness. During almost two centuries of shared history there were only two
major conf  licts: one, at the beginning of the 20th century, caused by the boundary
being undef ined; the other, more recent, was caused by the discontent of local
actors, of the locality of Gualeguaychú, who shut the international bridge for a
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prolonged period as a result of the construction of two paper mills. This issue
was broadly examined in the academic sphere between 2006 and 2009, when the
conf  lict was the subject of great media attention.
A strong discontinuity in the EFAU between its north and south is hydrographic: the northern sector is built around the Uruguay River, which permits
proximity between the national borders and for its cities to have neighbors.
Toward the south/southeast, the Río de la Plata opens up, which puts more distance between the border cities. In formal terms, Punta Gorda is seen as the place
that divides to both rivers. Using this convention, the Platense sector and the
Uruguayan sector can be dif ferentiated. Studies about this border area usually
concentrate on the latter.
In the Platense sector are the capitals of both countries, nuclei of metropolitan
regions that the EFAU gravitates around. In this sector, river, air, and land movements are intense, while at the same not developing a sense of clearly being border
spaces. Buenos Aires and Montevideo do not have a direct road link. The distance
between both cities by national routes, via the San Martín Bridge, is 562 kilometers (349 miles). In the Uruguayan sector, there is a much greater sense of a border. This sector has three road connections. In addition, it is crossed and accessed
by various national routes, on each side, which guarantee great accessibility and an
important connectivity of the border space with the interior of both neighboring
countries (and the rest of the Platina Basin), something that is not so common in
South America. Throughout that sector are found, from south to north, four sets
of cities with certain regional autonomy: Gualeguaychú-Fray Bentos-Mercedes/
Concepción del Uruguay-Colón-Paysandú/Concordia-Federación-Salto/Monte
Caseros-Bella Unión-Barra do Quaraí (Brazil). This border sector exerts its inf  luence on the national capitals thanks to its localities’ closeness, in comparison with
other border areas, and also because of its concentration of attractive activities.
Latin American border spaces are often thought of as poor or economically marginalized areas. This is not the case of the EFAU: Its agro-industrial, tourism, and
port development give the Uruguayan sector its own dynamism. In addition, it
has a strategically important area: the Santiago-Buenos Aires-San Pablo corridor.
In order to draw up the international boundary, the neighboring countries
chose a hydrographic feature, the Uruguay River, accentuating its function as a
physical barrier to east-west circulation, beginning in the colonial period. That
function has been maintained, even today. Nevertheless, that did not prevent its
adjustment to the necessities of both countries: water transportation, a source for
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energy generation, a tourist-valued landscape, and a resource for the development
of artisan and sport f ishing. Taking the international boundary as its axis, the
EFAU tended to take a rather symmetrical form. The most important cities have an
equivalent on the other side of the river and these are connected to each other by
means of bridges or binational river waters, particularly in the Uruguayan River
sector. The pairings of neighboring cities do not of fer contrasting urban landscapes
to each other: all rely on similar services and infrastructure. Other symmetries, in
the east-west sense, are due to their productive activities. Like facing mirrors, on
both sides of the boundary, from south to north, apiculture, forest, cattle, soy, citrus, and rice zones follow one another. The forms that tourism has taken also have
a great similarity on both sides: One example is thermal-waters tourism, which
mainly takes place in the Concordia-Salto area. Aside from certain characteristics
that can be associated with nationality, there are no noticeable sociocultural discontinuities: Language and accent, clothes and gastronomy, physical appearance,
and the migratory origins of the people are similar.
In comparative terms with other South American cases, this is probably the
most symmetrical border in sociocultural and productive terms. The asymmetries
are rather conjunctural, deriving from the swings of the exchange markets or a
boom in some activity that stimulates labor migration toward one side or the
other. Another asymmetry that is beginning to occur has to do with the importance National Route 14 is taking on the Argentine side; it is becoming the main
articulating hub of Mercosur.
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